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Submitted by 
Sandra J. Connelly, Assistant Professor

Course materials 
Campbell Biology: Concepts and Connections, Dickey, Reece, 
Simon, and Taylor 

About the Course
Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) is a private four-year  
institution in suburban Rochester, New York, with an enroll-
ment of approximately 18,000 students. RIT is an internationally  
recognized leader in preparing deaf and hard-of-hearing  
students for successful careers in professional and technical 
fields, and provides access and support services for the more 
than 1,200 deaf and hard-of-hearing students who live, study, 
and work with hearing students on the RIT campus.

General Biology II is the second course in a three-quarter (10- 
week) sequence. It is a fundamental biology course designed 

Key Results  Course redesign, with increased implementation of MasteringBiology and more active learning, 
resulted in a trend toward both higher exam scores and a tightening of exam scores.

MasteringBiology

School Name Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, NY

Course Name  General Biology II

Course Format  Lecture and lab, online, flipped, and hybrid

for nonbiology majors who have a lab science requirement. The 
course takes a broad approach to the field of biology, with this 
session focusing on an introduction to anatomy and physiology 
of plants and animals. Students taking the course can be from 
any major, range from freshmen through graduate students, and 
include deaf and hard-of-hearing students.

Challenges and Goals
One of the challenges Assistant Professor Sandi Connelly faces 
is the students’ levels of preparedness. They may struggle for 
many reasons, including poor reading and writing comprehen-
sion, English as a Second Language, learning disabilities, lack of 
fundamental knowledge in science, poor study skills, and lack 
of dedication to the course. Connelly redesigned the course 
and implemented MasteringBiology as a way to address these 
issues by providing remediation and study resources, increased 
engagement both inside and outside the classroom, and the  
ability to better assess student learning and success. 

Table 1. Use of MasteringBiology, Fall 2008–Spring 2015 
*Knewton Adaptive Follow-Up items are generated based on an individual student’s performance on the MasteringBiology parent homework and will vary from student  
to student.

Years MasteringBiology Assignment Credit Attempts Time Allowed Completion Rate

Fall 2008–Spring 2010 Homework Optional 3 Unlimited Not measured

Fall 2010–Spring 2011 Homework 5% 3 Unlimited ~80%

Fall 2011–Spring 2012 Homework 15% 2 Unlimited ~100%

Fall 2012–Spring 2013 Homework 20% 2 Unlimited >97% 
 Quiz 5% 1 60 minutes >97% 
Fall 2013–Spring 2014 Homework 15% 2 Unlimited >96% 
 Quiz 10% 1 60 minutes >96%

Fall 2014–Spring 2015 Homework 10% 2 Unlimited TBD 
 Knewton Adaptive Follow-Up* Extra credit   TBD 
 Quiz 10% 1 60 minutes TBD
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Implementation
Connelly’s use of MasteringBiology started as optional in 2009 
and since then has progressed. She continues to evaluate and 
redesign her course, increase the active-learning component  
and put a heavier emphasis on building critical-thinking skills  
and assessing qualitative items (Table 1). 

Beginning with the fall 2014 semester, Connelly added Knewton 
Adaptive Follow-Up exercises to MasteringBiology homework 
and quizzes. Homework assignments are now worth 10 percent 
and contain active tutorial questions that involve watching or 
reading to complete the exercises. 

Adaptive Follow-Up exercises comprise five questions for  
extra credit. Students who earn less than 90 percent on their 
MasteringBiology homework are required to do these exercises 
to receive credit. Students who earn 90 percent or higher  
on their homework automatically receive the extra credit.  
Exercise questions are generated based on a student’s home-
work performance and target gaps in a student’s content  
knowledge. MasteringBiology quizzes, which contain reading  
or test bank questions, continue to be given and are worth  
10 percent course credit.

Connelly teaches the course in multiple formats including  
traditional lecture and lab, online, flipped, and hybrid. Her  
strategy for offering alternative formats, such as the flipped 
and hybrid models, is to put the responsibility for learning on 
students outside the classroom via videos, worksheets, and 
MasteringBiology homework; and to assess student learning 
during class via active-learning exercises, critical-thinking  
problems, and quizzes.   

For example, Connelly assigns students short videos to watch 
before class time. To keep students engaged, individual videos 
are no longer than 8-10 minutes, and total no longer than 60 
minutes per topic. Then, students complete a worksheet prior 
to class and one or more activities in class, such as writing a 
guided response, completing a case study, performing an  
applied experiment, or participating in a group activity. 

Following class, students complete an online MasteringBiology  
homework assignment designed to help them understand 
whether they have mastered the concept. They may watch  
the videos again, if needed, and may be asked to write about 
important points. Finally, students take a low-stakes quiz either 
online in MasteringBiology or in class, depending upon timing 
and the amount of content covered by the date of the quiz.  

In-class group activities are designed to help students develop 
critical-thinking and application skills. It also helps them learn 
to work in groups, to make contact with fellow students, and 
to see how science is relevant to their lives. By observing their 
participation in these activities, misconceptions or issues can be 
addressed as they arise during class.

Assessments
65 percent  Exams

25 percent  MasteringBiology

10 percent  Other (video worksheets, in-class activities)

Results and Data
Results for this course were first published in Pearson’s  
MyLab & Mastering: Science and Engineering, V. 4.1 Connelly  
believes it is important to continually evaluate results after  
a redesign in order to understand its impact on student learn-
ing. Since 2009, results have shown a consistent increase in 
exam averages, with the largest increase in 2011–12 when  
MasteringBiology was integrated more significantly into the 
course. 

Figure 1 (next page) shows an increase in exam averages for 
both the plant and animal exams, often the most predictive  
of students’ performances in the second course in general  
biology and which include concepts that are built upon in the 
third course. 

Because of the diversity of students, it is difficult to obtain a 
huge jump in scores, but the trend shows higher scores in  
addition to a tightening of exam scores. The standard deviation 
and ranges are decreasing, and the average time students spend 
on assignments is increasing—both of which indicate that  
students are putting effort into their MasteringBiology home-
work assignments.  

1MyLab & Mastering: Science and Engineering, V. 4, 2014,  
www.pearsonmylabandmastering.com/northamerica/results/files/Mastering_Final_v4.pdf.
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The Student Experience
It is critical that students are engaged in course content and 
motivated to learn. Although Connelly has added additional 
course work, and hears students complain about it, she reports 
that they are happier in the end because they are learning more 
and recognize the importance of that to their future successes. 
Student feedback about both the class and MasteringBiology 
includes:  

• “Best class ever! I would recommend it to anyone.”

• “Thank you for giving us this amazing opportunity.”

• “In the short term, MasteringBiology will help me get  
better grades. This, in turn, will help me get a better job.”

• “I am not a strong or confident test taker, but as long as my 
classes use MasteringBiology, I know I will be prepared and 
capable of doing well on every exam. This will benefit me 
throughout college as I strive for the best grades possible, 
which is important because I plan to apply to graduate 
school, where outstanding grades are required.”

In addition, class attendance has increased. Prior to redesign, 
approximately 75 percent of students regularly attended class. 
Today approximately 95 percent attend on a regular basis. And 
when they are in class, students are participating and engaged. 

Conclusion
Teaching to a diverse group of students presents challenges, 
including how to ensure each student gets what they need to 
learn and succeed. One result of redesigning her course so  
that students come to class more prepared is that Connelly  
can now do more in-class activities that help assess student  
understanding and develop conceptual understanding and  
critical-thinking skills.   

In fall 2014, Connelly implemented a hybrid-flipped class, a 
very new approach to courses at RIT—especially a College of 
Science general education course. Students are responsible for 
upwards of five hours of videos to prepare for exams, and they 
may meet with Connelly only three times (one time per week) 
between exams. 

The change was motivated by space constraints—there were 
literally no available seats in the room. The new design will be 
assessed side by side with Connelly’s online class, flipped class 
(which meets two times per week), and traditional lecture class 
in the fall and spring semesters of 2014. Because all students are 
assessed in the same way and have the same learning outcomes 
regardless of the delivery, Connelly can conduct a valid analysis 
of the new design. These findings will help guide future direc-
tions for the course. 

Figure 1. Average Plant and Animal Exam Scores by MasteringBiology Credit Value, 2008–13 (2008, n = 271; 2009, n = 278; 2010, n = 281; 2011, n = 250;  
2012, n = 264; 2013,  n = 172)
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